
Reduction to hy)othetical form may be accomplished as foliov's.
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Distribution of Ierms-is-Ignere ē the subject is ignored.

Barbara and Darii:

If 3 is 14, then 3is P; Sishl; so 3 is P.
If Socrates is fuo ta,1, he is mortal; Socrates is a man; therefore,

Celarent, Ferio, C.esare and Festin );

If 3 is N, then S is not P; S is h1; so, 3 is not P.

A Te Q n
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If the saints see God, they do not suffer;

But the saints see sod; therefore, tey do not suffer.

N.B. In syllogism this would be first figure if the major read

"7hoever sees God does not suffer."

It would be second figure, it the major were

"".'hrever sug'fers is not seeing God."

Cameatres and Baroco :

If 3 is not N, then 3 is not P; 3 is not M; therefore, 3 is not P.

If none of these boys are languid, none of them ore tubercular;

But none of them are languid;

Therefore none of them are tubercular,
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Again the third example is simply a heckler's "What about my tea?", when

some stump orator proposes the abolition of all imports as his panacea

for the depression. Hecklers and other peo;le bring up instances to

confute sr.eeping generalisations; the instance is the reason and the

middle term. Now, if this is the right interpretation of syllogism,

it is fairly plain that syllogism is a poor expression of this meaning.

Aristotle himself recognised that the second and third figure arguments

were pre poor expressions of the meaning and would reduce them to the

first figure. IIowever/ of all the moods of syllogism, only Cesare and
rtrir2r' —

Fe. nn are at all natural when reduced to first figure ; Attie first

figure itself is not happy. Not only do the numerous INA meanings that

have been put upon syllogism attest to this, but in the face of Mil] 's

objection,one has to admit that the major premise of the first figure

does not mean vrhat it says.
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